
Cobo- Institution’s Prime
Crypto Custodian

Built on the most secure and scalable infrastructure, Cobo custody powers your crypto ambitions today and for years
to come.

Providing secure and reliable custodian infrastructure is a key towards institutional adoption of crypto and vital
towards worldwide crypto adoption.

Very few companies are in the business of providing crypto custodian services because of the high barriers to entry -
the custodian provider has to be technically able to mitigate the risks and problems in crypto storage and access,
meet the strict compliance requirements of institutions and licenses, design risk-management workflows, and support
custody of emerging tech in the rapidly-evolving crypto space.

These are capital and resource intensive, which is why few companies remain in the business. Cobo is institution's
choice of custody for the following reasons:

Feature Explanation

1.  Military-grade Security and Technology Cobo custody offers military grade security to
institutions.

We understand that large fund sizes make institutions
prime targets for sophisticated advanced threat actors
and hackers.

With industry leading 3-tier private key storage
architecture, bank-grade hardware security module
(HSM) signing,  multi-signature access, proprietary
enhanced 2FA tool Cobo Auth, key sharding, key
rotation and global key distribution.

2. Risk Management Specialized set of risk management, optimized risk
control framework, and on-chain monitoring expertise.
Automated risk management, customizable risk control
rules - spending limits, whitelists, blacklists, IP
monitoring.

We’ve removed single points of failure and operational
risk errors to provide the highest grade of crypto
security available in the market today.

3.Access control & custom workflows The size of the organizations necessitates various
levels of access control and custom workflows.

Cobo protects your crypto, whilst still giving you efficient
access to your digital assets when you need it.  So you
can invest and move your crypto safely and effortlessly.



You will get an efficient, customizable role-based
workflow engine. Customizable transactions approval.
Cobo Auth enables multi-user and multi-level
authentication of transactions.

All on one simple interface

4.Licensed Cobo is licensed under the US and Hong Kong, license
application in process in Singapore

US: FinCen MSB 31000197415541
Hong Kong 2019 got TCSP TC008374, renewed in May
2022

5.Know Your Business/audit Our compliance experts take care of all your
KYB/AML/CFT/ABC and audit needs so you have all
the reporting tools in one place

6.Scalable architecture Cobo Custody is built with scalable architecture in mind
– so go ahead and realize your crypto ambitions. As
your team, partner or client base grows, we support
addition of sub-users, offering scalability to support your
workflow.

We also support storage of the largest number of
tokens 1000+ and chains and are ready to integrate
new tokens or chains that you want. With abundant API
interfaces and user friendly UX and UI, our custody
platform is a delight for non-technical teams to access
and use.

7.Generate Yield (Access to DeFi)  On Your Holdings Our custodian service gives you immediate access to
our Crypto Equilibrium Defi asset management service
which provides highest yield at lowest levels of risk.
Invest and grow your Crypto portfolio effortlessly.

8.New Tech, New Custodian Needs The ever growing blockchain applications such as DeFi,
GameFi, NFT, and the metaverse also gives rise to the
demand for specialized custodian services. Our team
grows as your ambitions grow, let us know about your
next revolutionary project.

It is simple to see why millions of clients worldwide trust Cobo’s custody solution, and why we have Billions of Dollars
under our management with zero security breaches to date.

To learn more about our custody solution, contact sales@cobo.com

mailto:sales@cobo.com

